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Disclaimer
No Investment Advice
The information provided on this website does not constitute
investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other
sort of advice and you should not treat any of the website's
content as such. Do conduct your own due diligence and
consult your financial advisor before making any investment
decisions. We do not promise
"overnight earnings" and we do not guarantee that. We will do
our best to make the currency grow, as long as it is legal, moral
and ethical.

Introduction:
Zedrium is a Decentralized, Deflationary & Token for Web 3.0 that
merges the worlds of cryptocurrencies and Virtual Real Estate
Created by a dedicated team, our vision is to produce a Zedrium
ecosystem with utility virtual real estate plus a deflationary token,
our platform created to facilitate participation in the real estate
market and open the doors for our community around the world
to benefit from the possibility of property buying and selling.
without the substantial costs of purchasing real estate. The
platform gives everyone the opportunity to get on a property
ladder without hassle. at Zedrium we are convinced that
blockchain technology and smart contracts are the driving force
for people who are willing to get on in real estate with high
potential ROI. Based on the smart contract technology, we are
going to allow everyone to stake their Zedrium Tokens and receive
profits from real estate purchase, on Virtual Real Estates

Vision:

We feel that if we focus on the virtual real estate market, these services will be
a wonderful complement. This platform will facilitate the real estate market for
buying and selling the properties with ease. Using blockchain technology,
Zedrium platform will bring a revolutionary way for real estate investors to
enter the market without facing many of the barriers normally associated with
the procurement of large sums for down payment required to enter. In to the
virtual estates around the world. as well to facilitate our user's profile system
that facilitates the exchange of contact information between users to foster
commercial relationships.

Mission:

Our mission is to develop a platform of virtual properties and
with the help of the circulation of the Token the value of the
virtual properties will increase plus with the buying rate of the
properties. Like the more the buying of the properties the
more we can add liquidity to the Token which will lift the value
of the Token and the virtual estates we will also burn Tokens
to support token price stability. We will strive to empower
everyone to effortlessly join this new, better world where our
community can manage their money and time and still be
closer to their favourite places.

Features of the
Token:

The Token has multiple utilities:
Buying Virtual Properties
Selling Virtual properties
Community trading currency
Funding of educational projects
Charity funding & payments.
Burning
Anti Whale Protection
Pancakeswap Exchange listing

How to buy?
Step 1
Download Meta Mask
or Trust Wallet
Add some BNB to your
wallet.

Step 4
Add $ZED coin by pasting the
smart contract address :

Step 2
Go to
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap

Step 5
Set slippage tolerance

Step 3
Click "Connect" in the
top right corner and
connect your wallet.

Step 6
Swap your BNB for $ZED

Benefits
Token Burning to help circulation
Access Around the Clock
Liquidity add on
Virtual Estates purchase's Base on Token
Liquidity lock to feel safe
Stress free with anti whale
Being a part of the Zedrium community

Ecosystem
The Zedrium project is an ecosystem designed to bring together all our
community to grow with us and and enjoy being apart of the next big
thing. This ecosystem involves buying and selling virtual properties to
add more liquidity and value to the Token on a stability.

Challenges we
overcome
1. Helping people that want to make an extra income. We have
a proven system that can help virtually anybody. We all know
that lack of money is one of the biggest problems in the
world. We want to solve this by adding 3 extra incomes that
anyone can get. As Warren Buffett said, "Never depend on
single income. Make investment to create a second source."
2. Education.
Everyone wants to make money, but they don't understand that education is
one of the most important factors when it comes to making money. We offer
our community educational posts, courses and videos, both in the financial
field and in fitness, communication and mindset.
3. Social cases
We will help social cases through donations, charity events and posts that
encourage the world to do so. It is very important to influence the people
around us for the better.

Tokenomics
Charity
4.5%

Reserve LP
25%

Pre-sale + LP
40%

Marketing
10%

Burn
10%

Airdrops
0.5%

Team
10%

Roadmap:
Phase 1
Website Launch
Private Sales
Telegram Account
Twitter Account
Airdrop
Audit

Phase 4
Virtual property Launch
Property Listing and
Sales

Phase 2
Pre Sales
Pancakeswap Listing
2 Years 70% LP locked

Phase 5
Develop New Blockchain
Zedrium Swap

Phase 3
Marketing Campaign
Coingecko
Coinmarketcap
Token Burn

Phase 6
Develop Crypto
Exchange
Major Exchange

Token Details:
Token Name------------------------------------------------------------------- ZEDRIUM
Token Symbol ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ZED
Total Supply------------------------------------------------------------------ 10 BILLION
Type---------------------------------------------------------------------------- BSC TOKEN
Network----------------------------------------------------------------------------- BEP-20
Platform-------------------------------------------------------------------------- BINANCE
Number of decimal -------------------------------------------------------------------- 18
Contract Address: 0xF888aBe5D9cf0dCd2C491Ecea4073C50A380476f
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